Let N be the set of natural numbers and let a: N -* N be an injection having no periodic points. Let M0 be the set of o-invariant means on lx. When / G lx let da(f) = sup X(/), where the supremum is taken over all X G M". It is shown that when/ e lx, there is a sequence (\)™=2 of extreme points of M" which has no extreme weak* limit points and such that \s(f) = dQ(f) for s = 2, 3, .... As a consequence, the extreme points of Ma are not weak* compact.
1. Introduction. Let N denote the set of natural numbers, including 0. Let lx be all bounded real valued functions on TV and let l'x be its dual. A mean is an element /x G l'^ such that ||u|| = /i(l) = 1. Let M be the set of all means. Let a: N -* N be an injection having no periodic points. Such a map will be called a motion. The motion n -» n + 1 will be denoted by t. A mean ft is said to be o-invariant if jt(/ ° o) -jt(/) for all f G lx. Let Mg be the set of all ainvariant means. Both M and Ma are weak* compact convex sets. MT is known as the set of Banach limits. If X G Ma and/ G lx it is shown in this paper that there is a sequence (XS)^L2 of extreme points of M0 so that no limit point of this sequence is extreme and Xs(f) > A(/) for all s. This implies that Ma has a non-weak* compact set of extreme points. An application is given to deducing a result of Raimi concerning nonequicontinuity of certain homeomorphisms on the Stone-Cech compactification RN of N.
2. Preliminary results. Let N* be the set of nonzero natural numbers. If m G N and n G TV* we define p.a(m,n) G M by
The following lemma is then well known (see [7] for a proof).
Lemma 2.1. Let I be a directed set and let (n"(ma,na))aBI be a net of means each of the form (2.1). Then if lima«a = +oo, any weak* limit point of (jia(ma,na))aSI belongs to Ma.
If A G N let x^ be the characteristic function of A. When /t G M we shall write n(A) instead of n(xA)-If m G N and n G N* let Ia(m,n) = {o'm: i = 0,1,... ,n -1). When B C N is finite let \B\ be the cardinality of B. By (2.1) we have
We let, for/G /«,, 
3. Nets of extreme points of Ma. First we shall consider the case when a = t. Theorem 3.1. Let f E lx . Then there is a net (A5)£L2 of extreme points of AL 50 that no limit point of this net is extreme and Xs(f) = dT(f) for each s.
Proof. The proof is divided into a number of steps.
Step I. By Lemma 2.3 we can find sequencespxx, p2x, p22, p$\, p$2, Pyi, P*\, ... and qxx, q2X, q12, q3X, q32, q33, q4X, ... By (2.6) there is no loss of generality in assuming that trs > 1 so that by (3.1) we have for each s Step III. Step IV. When s > 2 let ps be a limit point of the net (prs)^Ls. By Lemma 2.1, (3.1), (3.9) and (3.10) we have ps E MT, ps(f) = dT(f) and ps(Xs) = 1. If we let Ls = {X: X E MT,X(XS) = 1 and A(/) = dT(f)), this shows that Ls is not void. Ls is a weak* compact convex set and so has extreme points. Also if XX,X2 E MT and 0 < a < 1, from (2.3) it follows that if aXx + (1 -a)X2
E Ls then XX,X2 E Ls. Hence any extreme point of Ls is an extreme point of AL so that there is an extreme point Xs of A/T with XS(XS) = 1 and Xs(f) = dT(f). By (3.11) XS(B) = {s + l)/{2s + 1) and XS{B A rB) = 4/(2s + 1).
Hence if A is a limit point of the net (Xs)™=2 we will have X{B) = \ and X{B A tB) = 0. By Proposition 10.4 of [9] , A is not an extreme point of AL.
Hence {Xs)™=2 is a net of extreme points of AL which has the required properties.
Theorem 3.2. Let f E l^ . Then there is a net {ps)^L2 of extreme points of Ma so that no limit point of this net is extreme and vs{f) = da{f) for each s.
Proof. By Theorem 4.8 of [3] we may assume that there is m E N for which [o'm: i E N) = N, because a can if necessary be replaced by another notion p for which this is the case, and with AfCT = M . Consider the map \p: i -> o'm from A into A. The map on lx given by h -> h ° uV induces a dual map S on Tx . Because a°u/ = i/<°TonAwe find that S maps AL onto M0. Sis a weak* continuous, affine bijection from Mr onto Afa. Let g = f ° \p. Then dT{g) = d0{f). By Theorem 3.1 we can choose a net {Xs)sx=2 of extreme points of AL so that no limit point of this net is extreme and Xs{g) = dT{g) for each 5. We let ps = SXS. Then {vs)s*L2 is a net of extreme points of Afn, no limit point of which is extreme. Also vs{f) = Xs{g) = dT{g) = da{f) for all 5. A motion a on A can be extended to a homeomorphism (which we also denote by o) from BN into BN. If A G Ma, X given rise to a measure (which we also denote by A) on BN so that A(/) = f fdX for all/ G /^, where/is the continuous extension of / to BN. When X E Ma, the support of A is a ainvariant subset of BN -N. It has been shown in [1] that there is a set A E N such that da{A) > 0 but AL4) = 0 for all A G M" such that X has a support which is a a-minimal set. Hence we have If A C N and X{A) = 1 for some X E Ma then (support of A) C A fl (/>A -A). Since the support of A is closed and a-invariant it contains a ominimal set, so there is an extreme point v of M0 having a-minimal support and v{A) = 1. This fact can be used in Step IV of the proof of Theorem 3.1 as follows. Let / = 1 G lx and recall that ns E AL and ns{Xs) = 1. Then there is an extreme point Xs of AL so that XS{XS) = 1 and Xs has r-minimal support. If 5, ¥= s2 the supports of A^ and XS2 are disjoint since Xs {XS]) = 1, K2(xs2) = 1 and *t, n xs2 = 0 from' the definition of Xs and (3.3). Given a motion o, let S be as defined in the proof of Theorem 3.2. Then if ps = SXS, vs is an extreme point of Af0, the support of vs is a-minimal and since no limit point of (XS)^L2 is extreme in MT, no limit point of (vs)™=2 is extreme in Ma. Because the Xs have pairwise disjoint supports, this is also true of the vs. Hence we have proved ] that RN -N has a dense set of a-discrete points. If we let A" be the union of all a-minimal sets in BN -N and let K° be the union of all supports of elements of Ma, it is shown in [8] that both A" and K" have dense sets of odiscrete points. If to is a-discrete then Oa(u>) is homeomorphic to BN by extending the map / -» o'us on N continuously to RN. Then by applying Theorem 3.2 and using the results of [1] and [8] many other examples of nets of extreme points of Ma having no extreme limit points can be constructed.
(2) The example on p. 383 of [2] seems to indicate that Raimi's result in Corollary 3.6 does not readily imply Theorem 3.2.
(3) In Theorem 3.4 of [11] Raimi proves that no homeomorphism h of BN -N has an equicontinuous family of iterates on any infinite Az-minimal set. This is a stronger result than Corollary 3.6 above and the basic construction of this paper seems inadequate to deduce this fact, even when h is a motion on BN -A/. If a net (vs)^L2 °f extreme points of Ma could be constructed so that no limit point was extreme but the measures vs had a common a-minimal support (compare this with Corollary 3.5) then Theorem 3.4 of [11] would follow for motions of BN -N by using 4.5 of [2] .
(4) The results of Raimi mentioned above have been generalized to F-spaces by Gait in [5] , notably in his results 2.1, 2.2 and 4.1. While it seems that the results presented here do not imply those of Gait, it is possible that the basic construction in this paper, if carried out on a topological group G instead of N, would imply Gait's results, in some cases. Letting MG be the set of invariant means on G (see [6] ), the idea would be to construct a net of extreme points of MG having no extreme limit points, and then reason as in Corollary 3.6 above.
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